Hey folks,

CentOS 8 has been released; googlin' the Interwebs yielded zero results for anything OpenVZ and CoS8 related.
Is support for CentOS 8 coming as a template?

Cheers,
Christian.

I'm sure we can somehow use customized template option to perform all this:

https://docs.virtuozo.com/virtuozo_7_users_guide/advanced-tasks/creating-customized-containers.html

Will play with it myself and see how far I get
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It looks like there's CentOs 8 templates here already: https://src.openvz.org/projects/OVZT

Honestly, documentation here is severely lacking. That repo seems to contain "source templates", which have to be compiled into actual templates. From what I can see, all that's required is to remove the "os_" part of the filename and move them to /vz/templates/, but I can't find any info either way. I've just been making my own templates in /vz/templates for ages...